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ABSTRACT

An analysis is made for fully and partially developed
cavitating flow past a hydrofoil under the assumptions that the flow
is irrotational, incompressible, steady and two-dimensional.

The solutions

are obtained by using conformal mapping theory and the Riemann-Hilbert
technique.

Firstly, three closed cavity models namely, modified-

Riabouchinsky model, re-entrant jet model and Tulin's single spiral
vortex model are compared and found in good agreement.

In the second

part of the present work a transverse gravity field is included in
the analysis and its effects are discussed.
Finally, Wu's theory [44] is a modified suitably for partially
cavitating flow and some interesting results are obtained.

IV
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NOMENCLATURE

a — constant
A q = the only non-zero power series coefficient
A. — constant, power series jth coefficient

v2
R

_

,

= C — length of the cavity (from point of detachment to the
rear of the cavity)
H(t) — solution of the homogeneous Hilbert problem
= constant
L^= body-cavity configuration length
I = wedge arm length
Pq = reference pressure at infinity
p = pressure
p^ = pressure in cavity
q ~ magnitude of velocity
c[
q

= magnitude of velocity at infinity

Q(t) - solution of Riemann-Hilbert problem
t = auxiliary half plane
t. — real t-plane coordinate
i
W -- complex potential
x = horizontal coordinate in the physical plane
y = vertical coordinate in the physical plane

a -- semi angle of wedge
a

= internal angle in polygon

XI
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Q — normalized conjugate complex velocity
Tj ~ dummy variable

0 ?= argument of complex velocity
p ~ constant density of fluid
a

cavitation number

T " dummy variable
$ = velocity potential
- velocity potential at points A^D
I1 = stream function
03 = log Q
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a fully wetted body, immersed in an
irrotational flow of an inviscid and incompressible fluid in which the
velocity is continuous, experiences no drag.
paradox of d'Alembert.

This is the well known

However, flows with drag can be obtained if

tangential discontinuties in velocity are allowed across the 'free
streamlines' which detach from the surface of the body.

In 1868 Helmholtz

first presented a two-dimensional theory of 'free streamlines', in which
he defined the free streamline as the surface which divides the flow into
two regions, stagnant and non-stagnant.

Further properties of the free

streamlines can be found in [ ? . / p. 283-4].
Helmholtz, Kirchoff, Rayleigh and Bobyleff considered the case
of infinite wakes [17, p. 96-105] by assuming that the pressure in the
wake region is the same as the pressure at infinity.
unrealistic from the physical point of view.

However, this is

In real fluid flows a

finite cavity and wake are always obtained and the pressure inside the
cavity is less than the free stream pressure.
A fluid cavitates whenever the local pressure is equal to the
vapour pressure of the fluid.

In the case of high speed motion through

a liquid, part of the wake becomes gaseous, and this part is called a
'cavity'.

The length of the cavity depends upon a non-dimensional

parameter called the cavitation number, defined as
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where Pq — some typical fluid pressure, in the following the pressure
of the fluid at infinity
p^ = cavity pressure i.e., vapour pressure
<}q — a typical fluid speed, in the following always the speed at
infinity.
The magnitude of the cavitation number is an indication of the degree
of cavitation or of the tendency to cavitate.
As Eisenberg [9] has mentioned, we can separate the cavities
intotwo groups:
1.

transient cavities or travelling cavities

2.

steady state cavities

In the first case, also called bubble cavitation, we observe
bubbles filled with vapour, which grow and diminish.
such cavities is very small.

The life cycle of

A collection of these bubbles can some

times give the impression of one big bubble, constant in shape and size.
This can of course happen only in a nearly steady flow.

In the second

case we have one large bubble, constant in shape and size.

The 'constant'

shape and size must be considered as a time average, since in reality
small oscillations of the cavity may occur.
occur at the tips of propeller

Such cavities commonly

blades of ships and turbines.

case of hydrofoils, whether used for stabilizing

In the

ships, or for sup

porting boats, the cavities are often of the ventilated type.
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means that air is introduced directly from the atmosphere or pumped
through small holes on the foil, to low pressure areas on lifting sur
faces or bodies operating in water.

When ventilation occurs, areas

which previously were experiencing low pressure are subjected to pressures
approaching atmospheric pressure.

This causes a significant change in

the flow pattern and the force characteristic of the elements involved.
Actually not very much is known about the circumstances which control
the occurrence of either the first or second type of cavitation.

Such

questions relating to the inception of cavitation, will not be considered
here.

However, for further references see Eisenberg and Tulin [10,

pp.

1. to 46].
Some of the most interesting cavities in nature are unsteady

and three-dimensional.

Here, however, we propose to discuss only

certain questions about steady, two-dimensional cavities.
Since we are restricting ourselves to steady cavities, we
may consider the boundary of the cavity as a streamline of the fluid
along which the pressure is constant.

With this assumption, the steady

state cavity is amenable to mathematical treatment by means of the
theory of free streamlines and complex variable.
For flows in which thefree boundary is an interface between
liquid and gas, as in cavitation, viscosity j 1^ys a minor role.

We

assume the motion to be irrotational.
In two-dimensional flows the condition of irrotationality takes the
frequently useful intrinsic form [27, pp. 105-108]
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,

(1-2)

r

where n denotes the normal to a streamline and R its radius of curvature;

35

is positive when we move in towards the centre of curvature of a

streamline.

From Eq. (l.2) one concludes that the normal acceleration

on a streamline is in the same direction as the curvature.
Cavitating flow may be further characterized by the following
physical conditions, suggested by Brillouin [12, p. 322]"
(i) the free streamlines do not intersect the obstacle or each
other.
(ii)

The maximum flow speed is attained on the free boundary.

The first condition is imposed because of the continuity of the
flow, while the second gives the basic physical assumption that a fluid
cannot withstand tension, or more accurately, that the fluid cavitates
when the pressure is less than or equal to the vapour pressure.
If we investigate the effect of positive cavitation number on
the cavity shape, assuming steady plane flow and the Brillouin conditions,
then we find from the convexity of the free streamlines, (a consequence
of the second Brillouin condition and of Eq. (1.2)) that .tilj? curves must
either intersect one another, extend to infinity downstream without
intersection, or turn back to form a jet entering the cavity from
behind.

The first possibility is excluded for reasons of continuity,

while the second can be proven self contradictory

[13J.

The
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remaining possibility is the existence of a re-entrant jet which even
tually strikes the body or the cavity wall.
'within the framework

Therefore it follows that

of the theory of irrotational non-selfintersecting

flows, a steady cavitating flow with positive cavitation number is not
possible1 [12,

p.323].

For the development of steady cavitating flows

several models have been proposed to represent accurately the physical
flow.

Wu [42] has also explained that these models can represent more

accurately the total force on a solid body as an integral of the local
forces if properly chosen.

The following models have been introduced

up to the present to repres'.ait cavitating flow.

Physical Models
(1

Cusped cavity model

(2

Riabouchinsky model

(3

Re-entrant jet model

(4

Roshko model

(5

Wake model

(6

Modified-Riabouchinsky model

(7

(i) Single spiral vortex model
(ii) Double spiral vortex model

In the mathematical formulation of these models the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i)

the flow is steady, irrotational and two-dimensional,

(ii)

the pressure in the interior of the fluid is nowhere less than the
cavity pressure,
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or if C

P-Pc
— -p
1 2
2pq

p and q are

then C s 0, where
p
’

the pressure and speed

(iii) the static pressure of the uniform flow is greater than the
cavity pressure , i.e. a > 0*
(iv)

the pressure is continuous across a free streamline,

(v)

the detachment position is such that the curvature of the cavity
and of the body is identical at the point of detachment (smooth
detachment).
The main motivation of these models is to predict the forces

acting on a body which are the complicated function of the body shape
and cavitation number.
The main techniques applied in all these models in order to
calculate the forces, cavity length, etc., are the theory of singular
integral equations, analytic

functions and conformal mappings.

In what follows, the flow pattern of each model will be
outlined briefly:
The Cusped Cavity Model.
by

Brillouin [5, pp. 126-128].

The cusped cavity was first proposed
This model of a finite cavity is

characterized by a cusp at its trailing edge, Fig. (1).

Since the maxi

mum speed of the flow cannot be achieved on the free streamlines of a
cusped cavity this model was rejected by Brillouin himself and in 1913,
Villat showed that a symmetric cusped cavity behind a wedge is impossi
ble in general [5, pp. 126-128, 145-1463.

This model is therefore un

suited to the theory of cavitation, and is of questionable significance
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altogether.

However, in the presence of gravity a cusp at the rear

of the cavity is possible, as discussed by Lenau and Street [231.
An explicit example of a flow past a curved obstacle was
constructed by Lighthill [241.

By assuming that at the cusp the radius

of curvature of both arms is zero, he found the general expression for
the velocity potential at any cusp occurring naturally in potential
flow.

He constructed an example for a profile with rounded nose, cusped

tail and constant velocity over the rear and gave expressions for the
'aerofoil' shape and velocity distribution.
The Riabouchinsky Model.
Riabouchinsky [33].
the main stream.

This model was proposed by

He solved the problem of flow past a plate normal' to

A finite cavity is obtained by introducing an 'image'

obstacle downstream of the real body.

The principal advantage of this

model is its mathematical simplicity.

However, its generalization leads

to very complicated algebra [46, p. 362-363].
is shown in Fig. (2).

The physical flow plane

In this model let AB be the given fixed boundary

and A'B' its mirror image with respect to a vertical line.

A unifrom

flow impinging on AB describes a Riabouchinsky cavity if AB and A'B'
are both streamlines of the flow.
free boundaries is the cavity.

The region enclosed by the fixed and

The cavitation number, or equivalently,

the speed on the free streamlines, will of course depend on the distance
between AB and its image A'B', and conversely, if the cavitation number
is prescribed, the separation of AB and A'B' can be found.
The Re-entrant Jet Model.

This representation, Fig. (3) of
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cavitating flow was suggested by Prandtl and Wagner and was further
extended by Gilbarg and Serrin [13], who mentfoned similar work by
Efros.

In this model we consider the mathematical idealization by

allowing the jet to 'pass through' the obstacle, passing to a second
sheet of the flow plane.

The validity of this model lies in its close

ness to experimental results and there seems little doubt, despite the
non-physical feature of the second flow plane, that it provides an
accurate representation of the cavitation phenomenon,
It may be shown that the jet is of finite width, and it is
clear that the formation of the jet requires the flow to contain a
stagnation point in its interior as well as on the obstacle (provided
it is non-cusped).

The only type of stagnation point consistent with a

uniform flow at infinity and two free streamlines is one with two enter
ing and two outgoing streamlines and it is supposed for this model that
there is exactly one such point.
There is another interesting scheme which is very similar to
the re-entrant jet model for cavitating flow which was proposed by
Lavrentev [22, pp. 45-48].
In this representation it is assumed that the flow behind an
4arcTp has two rings £ ~ filled with liquid Fig. (4 ).
are bounded from outside by the curves^' ,
by y *qj 1 q ^ reSPect:*-ve^y*

+
The rings £ ~

and x-axis and from inside

problem is discusseduncfer the. following

assumptions:
(1)

the basic flow is irrotational,

(2)

the flow in rings^- is irrotational or has constant
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vorticity,
(3)

along the curve*yQj the velocity of the fluid in the ring
has a given constant value,

(4)

-f
along«Y~, the velocity of the fluid in the ring must
coincide with the velocity of the basic flow around the
arcT^Q augmented by the arcs«y*.

An explicit example in whichf^ is the segment of a straight
line is solved by the above theory by Pykhteev [32, 22, pp. 47].
Roshko’s Model.

This representation of a free streamline flow

with the cavity pressure different from the free stream pressure was
proposed by Roshko [34], in which the rear of the cavity is specified
by two horizontal halflines A'I5 B'l, the free streamline extending from
A to A 1 and B to B' Fig. (5).

The positions of A' and B* , of course,

depend on the cavitation number.

In this model the base pressure in

the wake (or cavity) near the body can take any assigned value.
certain point in the wake

From a

and B 1), which can be determined from the

theory, the flow downstream is supposed to be dissipated gradually from
the assigned value to that of the stream in a strip (A'l and B'l)
parallel to the fee stream.

Wu [42] discussed the case of camberedhdyro-

foils by representing the cavitating flow by this model.
The Wake Model.

This model was proposed by Wu [44]

independently by Fabula [11]*

and also

In this representation the flow is

divided in two parts Fig. (6) :
(1)

near-wake region,

(2)

far-wake region.
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In the 'near-wake region' the flow is approximately described in the
large by an equivalent potential flow such that along the wake boundary
the pressure assumes a constant value.

In the 'far-wake region' it

then increases continuously from this underpressure to the given free
streamline value in an infinite wake strip of finite width.

One of

the mathematical advantages of this model is its simplicity.

Wu [451

has further generalized this model for an arbitrary profile.

However,

this model slightly over-predicts the results for partially and fully
cavitating cases.
The Modified Riabouchinsky Model.
in Fig. (7).

The flow pattern is shown

Clearly the Riabouchinsky cavity is only one of an in

finite family of possible artificial models in each of which the cavity
is closed by some fixed curves, i.e., plates.

Poole [31] generalized

the symmetric case and discussed some other aspects of this model.
Plesset and Shaffer [30] generalized the Riabouchinsky model for a
symmetric case by replacing the rear end of the cavity by a symmetrically
placed wedge.

Geurst [14] discussed the same flow by replacing the

rear end of the cavity by a flat plate perpendicular to the main stream.
Song [35] has shown that many mathematical models for cavitating flow
are the special cases of a generalized Riabouchinsky model by assuming
that the flow is symmetric about both the axes.

Lenau and Street [23]

employed this model to discuss the non-linear problem of a fully cavita
ting flow in the presence of a longitudinal gravity force.
As a matter of fact, none of these models predicts accurately
the flow in the region of cavity collapse, which is highly turbulent.
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Therefore none of the non-linear theories for finite cavities is exact.
However, all these models have one essential feature in common:

they are

intended to give a satisfactory description of the flow near the body
by making possible an adjustment of the base pressure and thereby re
moving a serious situation in the classical theory.

Therefore, one

should not expect that the solutions of the flow field will describe
the wake

far downstream.

Fortunately, the flow at the rear of the cavity

has very

little influence on the flow about the body, and apreference

for one model relative to another, can therefore, for engineering pur
poses, be fairly based on the consequent mathematical conveniences.
Spiral Vortex Model.

Since we are going to use this model

in further analysis we shall discuss this model in some detail.
Tulin [40j proposed a spiral vortex model in an attempt to
describe the real cavity flow.

He has explained why, in a real

supercavitating flow, a wake actually exists behind the region of cavity
collapse.

This wake conducts a certain flow of momentum, the strength

of which depends directly on the drag.
Generally, the displacement thickness

of the wake behind the

body decreases continuously to an asymptotic value

equal to the momentum

thickness; by displacement thickness 8 we mean the thickness of the
layer by which the potential flow is forced away from the boundary
as a result of velocity reduction in the boundary layer; while the
momentum thickness is based on the reduction of momentum due to frictional
resistance

of the body.

Consequently, sufficiently far downstream the
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momentum thickness is independent of the distance from the body.
This relationship between the wake displacement thickness and momentum
thickness is due to the important characteristics of the wake in its
widening with increasing downstream distance by viscous and turbulent
diffusion and in reduced velocity deficiency as it spreads.

In the

case of cavity-wake flow the wake starts,from the turbulent region
just behind the cavity collapse and we can expect the same behaviour of
the displacement thickness there.

If we now take the x-axis in the

direction of the undisturbed stream velocity U q and y-axis normal to
it, with u and v the corresponding velocity components then the body
drag must be equal to the net reduction of momentum flux in the x-direction
far downstream.

Since pudy is the mass flux across an element dy and

(u q -u ) is the velocity reduction in x-direction, we have

Drag D ' — J
pu(uQ-u) dy
wake
Thus, the drag coefficient

D'
i
2„
— puQ C

u
£2c jrr>wake
. Ju;H i - ^un d y
0
0

But we define the displacement thickness of the wake [46, pp. 191 as:

ir ; (1 - J-) dy
0
Therefore, the asymptotic value of the trailing wake:
(1.3)
C

2
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where S (ro) is the asymptotic thickness and C is the chord length.
Tulin [41, p. 11471 explained from Eq. (1.3) that a 'proper model'
must neither ignore the wake nor involve too wide a trailing wake.
Keeping this in mind Tulin proposed two cavity models
involving cavities which terminated in spiral vortices and are followed
by trailing wakes^Figs. (8, 9).

The single spiral vortex model in

volves a wake (or cavity) which is closed in the physical plane and

a

trailing wake which becomes thin downstream showing a behaviour similar
to displacement thickness.

The double spiral model which corresponds

to a flow in a simply connected region in the complex potential plane
is an attempt to take into account the approximate loss in pressure
recovery which, of course, accompanies mixing at cavity collapse.

The

detailed discussion of these models can be found in [40,41].
In conclusion, we can classify these models in two main
categories, open cavity and closed cavity models.

In open cavity

models, we have a thick wake, and the wake is bounded by curved plates
or horizontal flat plates extending to infinity, while in the closed
cavity models we have no trailing wake and the cavity is closed by a
short plate, an image object, or a re-entrant jet where the object or
the jet size may be proportional to the width of the thin wake.

Though

the various theories produce similar results regardless of the model
used, experimental observations indicate that the use of the thick
wake model is not physically justifiable

[41].
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Linearized Theory of Steady Cavity Flows.
In the linear theory we assume that the distrubances
introduced by the body can be regarded as small.

More specifically

we assume that the velocity components can be written as (u q + u,v)
where u is the undisturbed stream velocity with the x-axis taken in the
o
J
direction of

uq

and u,v are the perturbation velocities.

We regard

u , v_ as small quantities such that their squares and products and
u
u
higher order terms can generally be neglected. In cavitating flow
usually we linearize the velocity potential as well as the boundary
shape.

However, in the case of physical models we linearize neither

velocity potential nor boundary shape.

Since the main difficulty in

seeking the exact solution stems from mapping an unknown curved contour,
Song [36] has introduced the idea of quaSi-linear process, in which he
has shown that it is sufficient to linearize the boundary shape only
or partially linearize the velocity potential.
Since many bodies giving rise

to cavitation, are slender

and are used in such a way that the angle of incidence of the fluid is
small, it can be assumed that cavity flow problems admit a linearized
treatment.

It was only in 1953 that the first publication on linearized

cavity flow problem appeared when Tulin [39] formulated a linearized
theory for a symmetric wedge.

This is more surprising, since thin air

foil theory had found, as much as thirty years earlier, many fruitful
applications to all kinds of aerodynamic problems.
hydrodynamics seems to have been filled somewhat

This gap in classical
now.

Linearized
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theory has been applied to lifting hydrofoils [29], both partially
cavitating and supercavitating.

These flow problems have practical

importance because of their application to the cross-sections of pro
peller blades, whose thickness ratio, camber and the angle of incidence^
are small.

Supercavitating propellers have been designed using

results of the linearized theory.

the

The effects of the walls or free

surfaces on cavity flows, symmetric as well as unsymmetric have been
considered by

Ai [3] and Cohen and his co-workers [8].

The consi

deration of wall effects receives its importance largely from the fact,
that cavity experiments are done in cavitation tunnels and it is,
therefore, necessary to know to what extent the tunnel walls influence
the observed flow field.

Cascade flow has been treated also by lin

earized theory because of its importance in turbine design and as a
first approximation to propellers.
A typical condition used in linearized theory is the one
which requires that the cavity be closed.

This condition, which results

in determining the unknown cavity length, seems a reasonable one
physically not mathematically.

However, this condition is replaced

by a boundedness condition by Song [36].

He applied this condition

to a quasi-linear theory in which only the boundary profile is
linearized.
It remains to .conS.dfer the connection between linear and
non-linear theories as a check on the validity of the linearized
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theory.

The answer to this question was given by Geurst

!~14J

who

showed that a modified Riabouchinsky model and re-entrant jet model
possess the same first order expansion as the usual linearized (first
order) theory.
Since Tulin's single spiral vortex model is close to physical
reality, we have compared this particular model, in Chapter H I ,
with

two closed cavity models 1. the

the re-entrant jet model.

Riabouchinsky model, and 2.

Then we have shownthat tie spiral vortex model

possesses the same first order expansion as the linearized theory
(first order).

In Chapter IV we have solved a non-linear problem in

presence of a transverse gravity field by placing a symmetric wedge in
the flow.

Besides comparing our results with the theoretical results

available (linear as well as non-linear) we have tried to answer the
following interesting questions posed
(a)

by Tulin [41JT

Does a cavity of finite length exist for o = 0 in

presence of gravity?
(b)

Will positive lift, which deflects the cavity downwards,

result in further shortening of the cavity, while negative lift cause
its length to increase?
(c)

Does effect of gravity increase with decreasing

cavitation number?
(d)

Is the effect of transverse gravity always to reduce

the lift coefficient while the drag coefficient remains unchanged?
In Chapter V a non-linear problem of the fully and partially
developed cavitating flow past ajfoblique flat plate is solved by the
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Riemann-HiLbert technique.
cavity model [44].

The flow is represented by W u 1s open

However, in our treatment Wu's model has been

suitably modified by relaxing some of his assumptions.

It is shown

that through the Riemann-Hilbert technique the problem can be readily
solved in closed form and the results are in good agreement with
available experimental data.
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CHAPTER II
GENERAL THEORY

We consider the steady, two-dimensional, irrotational flow
of an inviscid, incompressible fluid past a fully cavitating symmetric
wedge of angle 2a under the influence of transverse gravity.

By fully

cavitating flow we mean a cavity extending along the entire suction
side and even beyond the trailing edge, while in partially cavitating
flow the cavity terminates in front of the trailing edge.

The term super-

cavitating is, however, applied to fully cavitating flows regardless of
whether the cavity is formed as a result of cavitation or ventilation.
Bernoulli's theorem can be written as:
Constant

where

(2 .1)

is the pressure, q is the speed of the fluid, y is the vertical

distance between a point in the fluid and some reference elevation,
P is the fluid density, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
We define the cavitation number

(2 .2)
and the Froude number
(2.3)

F
where

is some characteristic length, and will be taken as the wedge

length in what follows.

When the Froude number is large enough, we

18
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can neglect the effect of gravity.
If pQ and qQ are the pressure and speed at infinity where y ^ ,
we have:
p+^pq2+gpy
If

P0+ipq02

^2*4^

is the fluid speed on the cavity free streamlines where g ~ 0,

then from equations (2.2) and (2.4)

%

= C10 ^1+CT)1/2

(2*5)

while in presence of gravity thefluid speed q can be expressed
terms of

in

and the Froude number by

c

F

We use the customary method of introducing the velocity Q
as a new variable and then exploit the fact that the constant speed
streamlines (in the absence of gravity), unknown in

shape in the

physical plane, become known curves in the hodograph plane.
The application of the theory of complex variable to twodimensional flow problems, such as considered here, is too well known
to need explanation.

See for example [7],[17] and [27].

It suffices

to define our symbols as follows:
Z

X

? iy

w - $ -£ i!ir

4^ =
<fe

(complex potential)

0^ u-iv — qC. ^

0) - log

(complex velocity)

- log q + i(-0)
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The (-plane is called the hodograph plane.

We note, in passing that

[7 ]
A

+

Sx

+ A>|f'U)|2
ay

where Z = X + iY — f(z) is analytic.
in the
f «(z)

Hence if v is harmonic

z-plane, it iz also harmonic in the Z-plane, except where
- 0.
It is

clear that anyflow region

polygonal streamlines

boundedentirely

andconstantspeedstreamlines

region of the Q -plane bounded by radial

by

ismapped

into a

segments {& = constant) and

circular arcs q = constant and is mapped into a polygonal domain in
the lo-plane.
Since the plane c£ thecomplex potential w — $ + i^ is already a
known polygonal region except for the specific locations of certain
vertices, the flow problem is essentially solved if the mapping
between the w-plane and the hodograph plane is known, with the appropriate
boundary correspondence, for then w( z) appears as the solution of the
differential equation
dw

Tz

c-

“, z

dw
. T

rn
(2-9>

Thus the flow problem is reduced to that of conformal mapping between
known regions.

The principal tool is the Schwarz-Christoffel trans

formation which, through explicit mappings on a half-plane, expresses
(2.9) in parametric form:
C

C(t)

w = w(t)
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In general the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation is given by [7 ]:

d _ w 3

(, 10)

where t. is the t-plane coordinate related to the vertices of the
1
r
polygon, and cc^ is the corresponding internal angle in the w-planej
A is a constant.
The method of solution consists of two basic parts:
(a)

Construction of conformal mapping between the physical

plane and the complex potential plane and al®rametric half plane.
(b)

Solution in this plane of a well posed Riemann-Hilbert

problem.
Towards this goal we can determine w as a function of the
half-plane variable t by conformal mapping.

We note that the argument

of the complex velocity is known on the wedge while the magnitude of
it is known along the free streamlines.

Then by using the Riemann-

Hilbert technique we construct <d(t)explicitly as a function of t and
once U(.tUs known, the drag coefficient can be determined using Bernoulli's
theorem.
The general solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem in the
upper-half plane is well known [19,20,26,36] and is outlined briefly
in Appendix A.

In this problem if the imaginary part of an analytic

function Q(t) is known at all points on the boundary i.e., on the real
t-axis then Q(t) is obtained in the entire upper-half plane from the
formula:

«o

j
~°°

^x

00

+ Z

() -O
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where A

are real constants and j represents all positive integers.

The

addition of the infinite series

Eq.

(2.11) occurs because

on theright hand side

of

forall 111 < 00 andrealon

Q(t) is regular

the real axis.
Now, it remains to relate W(t) to Q(t) so that Im Q(t) is
known at every point on the real line.
We map the w-plane onto the t-plane so that the wedge is mapped
onto a finite segment of the real axis, and the cavity boundary onto
the

remainder of the real

axis.

the

real axis in terms of

to(t).

Then,we

have boundary

conditionsalong

We can convert these conditions tothoseofthe Riemann-Hilbert
problem following the general method of solution reported by Cheng
and Rott [6].

The original function w(t) is alternately purely real

or purely imaginary on the real axis, hence we construct an auxiliary
function H(t) which makes the quotient Q(t)
entire real axis, and

^^ j

always imaginary as required.

known on the
It is to be

noted that H(t) is a solution of the homogeneous mixed boundary value
problem; i.e., the prescribed valuesof w(fc) are all zero along the
real axis.

The choice of the homogeneous solution H(t) is quite

arbitrary.

In fact, it is shown in the Appendix B that any possible

solution satisfying the Holder condition is reducible to Eq. (2.11) with
one value of H(t).
A choice of H(t) satisfying our requirement is (see Fig. 12):
H(t) = i 0^-t1)(t-t2)J1^2, tL<t2
where t^ and t

correspond to the ends of the wedge.
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Let
Im[H(t)] > 0
on the real axis for t<t^, and select a branch cut on the real axis
interval (t^^t^) so that H(t) is single valued.
explicitly be constructed by the use of the

Hence w(t) can

Riemann-Hilbert solution

where to(t) •- H(t)Q(t).
The unknowns of the flow can be determined by the following two
conditions:
(1)

flow is uniform at infinity,

(2)

net source strength of the body-cavity combination

must be zeroj i.e., the cavity is closed.
These conditions are sufficient in every case to determine
uniquely a set of physical and non-physical parameters of the flow.
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CHAPTER III
COMPARISON OF THREE CLOSED CAVITY MODELS

In this chapter three closed cavity models are compared,
namely: 1.

modified Riabouchinsky model, 2. re-entrant jet model,

3. single spiral vortex model, and then, it is shown that the non
linear single spiral model possesses thesame first order expansion as
the usual linearized theory.
We consider the basic problem of flow past a symmetric wedge
with a finite cavity in an unbounded fluid.
effects are neglected.

In this chapter gravity

All constants are evaluated, and expressions

for the pertinent results of the theory derived.

We use the single

spiral vortex model to represent the cavitating flow and the general
theory of chapter II is applied.
Figure lOdepicts the physical plane (z-plane) for a wedge.
The free streamlines of the cavity end in a pair of single spiral
vortices D^ and D^ which are suggestive of the highly turbulent flow
actually present there.
speed is

The wedge angle is 2cc and the undisturbed

= u at infinity.

Theorigin is chosen at the stagnation

point with the x-axis parallel to the undisturbed flow.
Next consider the plane of the complex potential w = <$>ir L
The body cavity configuration appears as a closed slit in this plane
because we prescribe &(D^) — ^(D^) and <t> < v

- 4> (D^), i.e., the images

of D^ and D^ in the potential plane are identical. (See Figure ll)

24
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The normalized conjugate complex velocity Q and complex potential w
are related by:

-i.9

1 dw
q dz
c

(3.1)

qc

So, we know either the direction or the magnitude of the
complex velocity at each point on the wedge cavity boundary.
Further, we map the w-plane onto the upper half of the t-plane,

ie
by choosing the following correspondence between the planes:
A:

w =: 0

t = 0

B:

w

1

t = +1

Ti:

w

e

D:

w

-----

$

2ni

t
t

D

00

The mapping is given by

r2

where K

D -1

„/ w ,1/2
t = K(-^TJf)

(3.2)

.

(3.3)

Now we intro luce the new variable
to

log

(3.4)

+ i(-0).

At the stagnation point, Re(u>) has a logarithmic singularity, and Im(o))
has a jump discontinuity.

Then on the real axis of the t-plane we have the

*

Tire-first part of the mapping makes the w-plane smiply connected by
_
removing D to inifinity in the w-plane, where
.
_ v
Then the square root is taken,
vT — W ^

rw

W
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following mixed boundary value problem:
Re(co)

= 0

-<= < t < -1

Im(cj)

^ a

-1 < t <

0

Im(tu) = -a

0 < t<

1

Re (to)

1 < t<

oo

(3.5)

Since

=0

u> is not imaginary for all real t, we have to construct an

auxiliary function H(t)
In particular

'such that

^

is iin&ginary for all real t.

H i t ) is chosen so that,
Re[H(t)] - 0

“00

< t < -1

lm[H(t)] - 0

-1

< t < +1

Re[H(t)J =■ 0

1 < t <

(3.6)

CO

A function satisfying the above conditions is
H(t) = i[(t+l)(t-l)]l/2

(3.7)

with a cut from t = -1 to t = +1 and where the branch of the sqiare root is so
chosen, that H(t) -* it as t -* ®.
Now following Gheng and Rott [6]twe can convert these condi
tions to those of the Riemann-Hilbert Broblem:
co(t
-CO

< t < -1

-1

<t<0

0>(t
- 1/2
] =- -a[( 1-t) (1+t) J
lm k

0

<t<1

T M t ]
Im^H(t

1 <

Im[H(
M

■3

=

<JL>Ct
] =
h(

0

+a[(l-t)(l+t)]

0

•

1/2

(3.8)

t < CO

The essential feature of this model is that there is a
singularity at the centre of the spiral [40],which is the rear end of
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the cavity,of the type:
(u ~ (w-$D) 1

(3.9)

Changing the variable we find that
we can conclude that
the

oj

~ t on the real axis as t -* », hence

must asymptotically become a constant.

series in Eq. (2.11) must reduce to a constant.

Therefore

Substitu

ting the value of^j] in Eq. (2.11) we have

OJ l-t)
H (t)

cL r °

v

v +

Ao

(3.10)

-I

or

OJ (+) =

\ ^-1

- fL (

+

Aol

(3 ll1)

o(t) contains two unknowns, which can be determined from the following
conditions:
(i)

at infinity, which corresponds to t

we have q —

and 0 — 0, so
log(1+ 0)

Re[w(ifc)] "
2

(3.12)

Im[w(iV0] = 0
(ii)

the closure of the cavity:

we can formulate this condi

tion mathematically from the fact that body and cavity form a streamline
across which no fluid flows.
Let F be the curve enclosing body-cavity system, then the outflow
is:
U. <1* -

d.X

■)
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(see Fig. 13)

-

[*1
[J™

=

w ]

B[ w V

r

=

i f “‘

Now, we apply this condition tn the single spiral vortex model

in which single vortex termination involves a wake which is closed in
the physical plane to the first order and is continuous across iji' = 0
in the $5^ plane [41, p. 1148], we obtain,
Im £((dZ =--- 0
r

(3.13)

It follows from (2.8) that if jc|->oo so does|u|and if j^ |—*0 then
j<jo|— oo.

Therefore, Q and U) have the same singularities.

Hence, one may

write
Im ^.§dx, -- Im ^uid’j —
Since a source remains
T27,

0

(3.14)

a source under conformal transformation

p. 212.1, it follows from [18,p*i73]thctEq. (3.14) can be expressed

as:
Im [ ^ T ^ J

=-‘ 0
t

(3.15)

iK

Integrating Eq. (3.11), we obtain

UA-O

=

Ao(l-tl)/l .

*

aI

i

f
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Now applying the condition (3.12) to Eq. (3.16), we obtain
.2 'Vl r
-I
and from Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) we obtain
A = - 2&- 1
0
n

(3.18)

'

Combining Eq. (3.17) and (3.18) we have

+

(3-19)

The above expression gives the relation between cavitation number and
cavity length.

Since without great loss of accuracy we can use L —

2
2
K +1 on substituting in(3.19) K = L-l= C, we

(!+.-) =

=

have

+ 5/cC'+ C 'Vi]

(3.20)

The flow field has been determined completely.
Expressions similar to Eq. (3.20) for the re-entrant jet
model and for the modified Riabouchinsky model from [14] are as follows:

Re-entrant Jet Model

S

o

+t ) =

a

.

(3>2i)

Modified Riabouchinsky Model

(3.22)
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where a is the semi-wedge angle and c is the distance from the point of
detachment to the cavity closure.
1

Numerical results are shown in Table

and are in good agreement.
If we take a first approximation for small a~ and a, then the

relation (between

and c) for the re-entrant jet model, the modified

Riabouchinsky model and for Tulin's closed cavity is the same [14] and
is given by the expression:
o-=

C3.23)

while the expression for small qr and a for Tulin's single spiral vortex
mo del from Eq. (3.20) reduces to

- -

...»

The Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) are the same.

These relations

show that Tulin's single spiral vortex model possesses the same first
order expansion as the linearized theory.

CALCULATION OF THE DRAG, WEDGE ARM LENGTH AND SHAPE OF THE FREE STREAMLINES
We have obtained an expression for u)(t) (Eq. (3.16)) valid
in the entire upper half t-plane:
w i - o

=

- £

+

Here, we choose the 'correct' branch of the many-valued
function
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0 1 O-

-)J

by stipulating that the logarithm be real when t is purely imaginary;
with this choice the function to(t), as given by (3.16), will satisfy
the boundary conditions (3.8).
On the real t-axis, taking the proper branch of H(t) in the
different regions, we obtain:

‘l)Vl)

^HCf)= (»\-e\)Vj- ^

r
C^Ct)

=

-^

(3.25)

o <t£ I

(3.26)

V
IT? -»-2 LaTctctn. Ct1--') z j + L A o (.-t-1) 1

^Hbtr)= i0tv-n)V* ^

* 0 Ct) - ,-d

-litso

-t£-l

(3.27)

- 2 Cretan (t-O^ ] - i f l o ( l - 0 /l

^Htfci =-i(.\-t-'')^

I

"t

The force on the wedge is given by
.B

,6
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From Eq. (3.2) we have

2 K 2C x V O 4.

ct-t

and

O

-

(3.29)

Ot*-+•K l)z

l

ck w

(See [27] )

= i F \ 1 C e < ^- e U )

Thus,
K 2CK2+ 0

(
JL

ou,

5 W ] i i i

(t"+Kl )

o

+ Q

e “ l- e " w > l t i l

.

which reduces to

Aoo-^y*
e

-

(3.30)
Hence the drag coefficient
_

F

Sir,* K^CK^+ii

_

’W

is:

-

w

( T

>l

_ T

C I '

0

(3.31)

or
c d

, =

r

(3.32)

Where

/k

■I
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and

±XTJ

(3.34)

CfcN-K*
C
^ + k *r

Also, the length of one arm of the wedge is given by
v
\Z&- X

a

\ = j ld *l=

O + ‘> ^ £

.A

v

-o

L t + cT ^ ^ J

^ t M - v O O 2,

°
-

^"1

(3.35)

If we normalize the drag coefficients with respect to 2-Psina (width) we
get the final expression for drag:

where 1^ and I

-j-

k

'

(3.36)

are given by Eq. (3.33) and (3.34).

In calculating the shape of the free streamlines we have
to consider the value of w(t) for the upper streamline when t

1

C. -1 (Eq. (3.27)).

(Eq. (3.28)) and for the lower streamline when

On substituting these values of u)(t) into Eq. (2.9), we have the parametric
representation of the free streamlines as:

x-x0 - R
-

e

( C o s ^ + A o U ^ ^ t i U t ^ } - t d t

£

Vj _ vi

-

^

S»-r> (.7,-X.o'}

V

.

*

,

=

(

^

+
■fco
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For the upper streamline p — +1,
For the lower streamline p

— z^, t^ r- 1, and t > 1

= 2, zQ = Zg, tQ =- -1, and t < -1.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

W
In Figs. 14 and 15 the results for the cavity length vs
cavitation number are plotted for a = 15° and a = 30°.

The results for

the modified Riabouchinsky model and re-entrant jet model are also
included.

It is seen that all three closed cavity models (Tulin's

single spiral, modified Riabouchinsky and re-entrant jet) are in
excellent agreement.
Drag coefficients for a = 45° and a = 90° are reported in
Figs. 16 and 17.

The results for the Riabouchinsky model and the re

entrant jet model which are obtained [4] are also shown.
noted that the agreement is goodj .fox.,
< g- ^

2j j

in

the

It can be

range of

.05

the deviation in the value of drag coefficient is less

than 2°j9'
In Fig. 18 the shape of the upper streamline is shown for
cc =; 15° and

= 0.1.

It is interesting to note that when the integrand

dx
is zero in Eq. (3.37), i.e., — — 0, the streamline is vertical and
when the integrand is zero in Eq. (3.38), i.e., ^

= 0, the streamline

is horizontal and between successive zeros the integrands are alter
natively positive and negative.
spiralling

This means that the streamlines are

which is the essential feature of the model.

integrands are 0(t

Since the

—3
) for large t, we have only calculated the points

on the streamline for t greater than the first few zeros of the integral.
For larger t the remainder of either streamline shrinks to a point.
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CHAPTER IV
STEADY, PLANE CAVITIES IN THE PRESENCE OF GRAVITY

In this chapter we propose to study the effects of gravity on
a cavitating flow. The gravity may be considered as acting:
1.

transversely, i.e., perpendicular to the direction of the

flow at infinity, and
2.

longitudinally, i.e., parallel to the direction of the

flow at infinity.
The principal purpose of this chapter, however, is to study
the transverse gravity effect on a flow past a symmetric wedge, with a
finite trailing cavity.

The actual magnitude of the effect of the

gravity depends upon the Froude number and its orientation relative to
the flow direction.

The effect of the gravity may become important near

free surfaces and in certain other applications.

In general, the Froude

numbers attained in water tunnel tests indicate asmall
effect.

gravitational

Only a fa* cavity theories have considered the influence of a

gravity field.
Parkin [28] and Street [37] have presented linearized theories
for flows in a transverse gravity field using an additional approximation
in the boundary conditions.

Street [38] has shown this approximation to

be quantitatively equivalent to a first order solution in the small
parameter "“j •

In all these theories the assumption has been made that

the ambient pressure is constant on each of the free streamlines, being

35
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lower than the reference pressure at the forebody on the upper, and higher
than this reference pressure on the lower^ streamline.
The case of a longitudinal gravity field was studied by Acosta
[2] and Lenau and Street [23].

Acosta [2] has developed a linearized

theory by considering the flow past a symmetric wedge whereas Lenau and
Street [23] have developed a non-linear theory by representing the
cavitating flow by a modified Riabouchinsky model.

They have found that

for a gravity field pointing in the same direction as the flow the
cavity is shortened, while for a gravity field pointing in a direction
opposite to that of the flow, the cavity is lengthened.

It is also

interesting to note in these theories that after some critical value of
the field strength,the trailing edge of the cavity becomes cusped
rather than blunt.

As mentioned by Tulin [4^ ,

real cavity flows in

volving longitudinal gravity fields are in most cases unsteady and the
effect of unsteadiness can easily predominate.
The effect of gravity on the stability of the cavities is
discussed by Chang-Yiwang [47] .

ANALYSIS

The solution to our problem is based on an iterative procedure
which employs the non-gravity solution as the initial trial solution.
It is the same method as that used recently by Larock and Street [21].
Since we are using the same cavity model (single spiral vortex model)
in the gravity case, it is very useful to know the properties of the non
gravity solution.

There are two distinct advantages in using this
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particular model:
1.

we always know the location of the two free streamlines

in the t-plane,
2.

beyond some positive and negative values of t, y(t) becomes

essentially constant on each streamline because we are then in a spiralling
vortex which terminates the cavity.
The former

permits the referencing of information

about the streamline to the known locations in the t-plane, independent
of the effects of a gravity field.

The latter

allows us to avoid

the numerical integration over the infinite intervals containing the
free streamlines in the t-plane.

Thus, let us denote these two values of

y(t) as y ,y for the lower and upper streamlines respectively, where
L VJ
corresponding values of t are tL and ty.
for t

t^

Then for t^. t^, y(t) = y^j

y(t) = yy .

In this problem the gravity acts parallel to the y-axis and in
the negative direction.

The formulation of the problem can now be com

pleted by stating the boundary conditions.
1. q = q ( \ — -L
c

5-0<V
S
2.

—

\+o- ? x

on the cavity and as z — 1
* °0
J

fco*LO+°")

-9

^c.

*

They are:

5wl [ ^

~ O
t='iK

The combination of the body and cavity must be closed.

The equivalent statement is that the net source strength must be zero [p.27].
3.

Lastly, the flow cannot contain non-integrable singularities

on the slit or have multiple values off the slit [5,p. 64].
Conditions 1. - 3. are sufficient to determine the flow field.
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As in Chapter III we have the following boundary value
problem:

S.l-l - k
-U-t<0

^4>1)

^
= k

\*-fc < 00

In Eq. (4.1), F is a prescribed Froude number (see Fig. 1); c/L> G~f 1.
and y(t) are respectively, the semi-wedge angle, cavitation number, wedge
length, and

the

ordinate of the

free streamline forthe

In order to

apply the Riemann-Hilbert technique, we now form

gravity problem.
[p* 25-26]

as follows:
Jnvt ®

= - i h

t —

5W

L ^ ] =

1"^2/
=<[0 - t K ^ o ]

oo<.-fcc-\

-u-t

^ -O

o
L

\

HL-t^

V,

<*££}]
H Ct3 J

i

4. oo

The Riemann-Hilbert power series will still give only one term as in
Chapter III [p. 27].

Hence
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o <
* f

+

I

- *

[ A\
o

j C^--t)

1

C.’|1-\)'/i

°

!

^ 4 ‘3 ^

Here, two terms have been added to the non-gravity expression force (t),
i.e., the integrals over (" C O j-1) and (l J ° ° )

•

In order to evaluate the extra integrals we will follow the
Larock and Street method [21].
and y(t) ~ y

U

Recalling that y(t)

y

L

for t £ t
Li

for t > t . we obtain
U

-I
=

U

Carj-t) c^_i )Vz.

-

^

i

i ’a l+»- F
L

Jco CT'J-t'jC1']’^ ) ^ -JtL C'y|-

Likewise,

J Oj-OOf-UV*

LvO-

•(

-tu

avl

-fcu
>, [

\

1

1
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The integrals over (-°°,t ) and (t *<x>) can be evaluated exactly.

The

unknowns of the problem are the same as in the non-gravity case.
We can rewrite Eq. (4.3) as
>| - 2*

^

j 0-

T U)

° J
h i (±i

1
(

J

.
* Je>C»)-tK‘-»|x)v*'

_

*

*• JjC-'j-tK'-f)v*-

(4.4)
X.

-L.

27V

L a h_ X ^

^

»+ r P

t ' Jo?-fr)cf-Ov*

f
2

J

Ol-t>C*)l- D vi

tL
j_

f

2A

l

F*2T ^ V ^ t

1

1

+. /}0 j

C ^ - t ) C^-D'^

)

On the real t-axis* taking the proper branch of H(t) in the different
region* we obtain rpp»‘i°"3,]:
CJ (-t) = - * f- 7 A a|_

4-

i

L

il 4- A o 0 - *l>Vfc + T t 1

** >+ 0 — fcl)VjlU

3 C»~ k«2s 0 - t l ) \

i^a / c'vt:|VtCl~t^
‘^)V,• -

)

L 3'1<-'+*>vi O -M v>- + 0--t3yi 0+‘tL')vi /
_ i

i toj (>- t4 T >^-Jto
T j(~tod t - i o - t ' M - La (o+tiVlo-+0)L _ a - * >V*t*)v*)1

-u -t< o
(4.5)
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CjO co , - jj[ i, -

+ i *

+ A.o-W'k ♦ *<*.

°
5
I
^ T ci-t^V^
[_

2 a O-t ^ V j .

L

rtHoVi-*.)* |
a *■*,+*)V* o - ^ v»+ o-t)Vio+n^I

I'l

J

fli Ci+t)vJ-(i-to)vv C ,-'fcJVl0+t«)yilJ

0 < t < \

(4.6)

where
Jtu>=

v

2A
-t
(4.7)

O tt) -

-«<[■_• *

£ [ ? iW + ii o.rc-tan C.-t-0V
*] + I A0U-«)Vl t

S

C'-iVi.'

tl)rI

2 a (.t-i)vi ^

-

-

±

j c - o V - t ^ f t - <.'-*ftu.tov. 1
® I C*+t )v* C'-tOVl+•0-t )v>-0+tOv* J

k>a{ + ±

**«•'p *- ^
2A

f |)o
I

+

rc»+-+)‘ci-'t0)'/l+ o-t}vHi+tJ'1
3 I O+tV'1 0-to)V>-_ (t-* )V> 0+tu)V*-]

t ±

Pot

U-l

ta.K.t C+) Si.gn

For

-t ^ I

*aKe C-) *ig«.
(4.8)

-w
^

In the first term(i7t)

take (— )sign for "t < -| and (+)sign for-^^,| ^
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whe re

2*

L ] c> t )cr ..)V,

+ J
-t+t

cr t K T - » vi“
'
1

-i
• f 4 , 0 - i^r pi. 2~4~|)^ ?'j
^3

q - t ) cy-oVz

J

(4.9)

OTr •4: >1

■t

Jit)

a C t iOH
'

+ ■£

( u4 > ( » - ^ i ^ a t _ f g o j O - ^ 2^ ?

L-j

c^-t) c^.ovj.

J

C'7--t3CTj^ov*

^-t_
-i
_ f

J

(vjboVj. J
(4.10)

For -t ^ "I

As in the non-gravily case^

we have two unknowns

and K.

Since boundary

conditions at infinity (t " ilO still hold, the following integrals (using
the notation of Larock and Street [213) will be found useful:

I.C ^ V )

ftofrQ-iWi’* 7^ r >)<i>i

- J
h

. f V k V y ) A

X
1

y (]*+Kl)l ( f - D ^
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A numerical investigation shows that the integrals (Eq. (4 .4)) over the
intervals (t ,°=>) and (-°o,t ) (these integrals represent the spiralling
J-i
region of free streamlines) have very little effect on the other integrals.
Therefore, in further calculations we will neglect these integrals.
The two equations for determining the unknowns which we had in the
non-gravity case, ((l) and (2) p. 27 ) are:

{ loq O + 0

=

^

loq 5 0 + K 1^ - ! I

. | I,

3Ic+k^v1+,j

(1 ,-t u) -

I,

+ ( I+■
•

( t L,-.)}

Vr
H - 2 K ( H - K a) Af l X C»,tu)

+*0 C ' + K 1) ^

■)!

(4.11)

i> a

(4.12)
=0

From these two equations we can always find A ,K for a given a,a,tT and
w

Li

t .
U
CALCULATIONS FOR WEDGE LENGTH, DRAG AND LIFT

Applying Eq. (2.8) and (2.9) the expression for the wedge arm
length is*.

.

C |dzi = J
A

©

e

n - c -j*.).
Li-

C l - t l)vi|
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The expression for the lift and drag is given by:
T> + i L -

-i (^c^-^oax+if

A

From the Bernoulli's equation we have
=

r t-rtf-jL.k*?']

Defining the lift and drag coefficients* respectively* as

c

• i _
yaf \ H

=

-

—
v t * -

we have

Ors + i C L

A

P\

= 3 Si„* (l-J.
V

+ i ( 6( | f ^ - V t j ( ^ ) ldz

l-HT- P 2-

^

=

e u a > j_

/

I

\

\

.

o(. i

*_ o--tz) *■ i
• L-,4

C

J

f /

i* + A o < - ' - ^ ) + 1 , W

rO

/a" -t-.^ C ^ O c l f c ^ e ' 1L
+

-■
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Let
Lc

-

£

j

Then.

C u r

( X C1+ X S ' > C o S *

where Ir
the value of I
c

is the value of I_ with limits 0 to 1 and If
L
X,
with limits -1 to 0.

is

The parametric representation of the free streamline is given
by:

-COL-t)

-7-7

^

^0

-

i
■e o

€-

,

<=** d t

where co(t) is given by Eq. (4.8) and t

cMl
= 1 for the upper streamline and

t = -1 for the lower streamline.
o
Numerical Procedure
The iterative method which we have used in finding the numerical
solution to the present problem is described in detail by Larock and
Street [21].
(1)

The iterative procedure works in the following manner:

We determine all the parameters and the physical plane, especially

y(t) on the streamlines, from the non-gravity case (Chapter III) for a
given K and a.
(2)

Using the input data from Step (l) where appropriate

(4.11) and Aq

(4.12) are then computed. Then we determine J(t) (4.10)
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y(t) (4.15) and J (t) (4.7).
(3)

Another gravity solution is obtained using the data from the step

two as input data.
(4)

Step (3) is repeated until the results of two successive interations

differ by less than some specified amount; at this point we stop the
calculations and the gravity solution is obtained.
The method just described is direct and simple to apply.
However, there is one drawback to this method, namely, that is is very
time-consuming.

Even computation of one iteration takes a considerable

time on a high speed computer.
First, y(t), or some approximation to y(t), is assumed to be
known as a continuous function of t.

The functions J(t) and J (t) must

also be determined as continuous functions of t since they occur in
various integrands.

It is not possible to compute the values of these

functions for all t because it would be a very tedious and expensive
process.

Therefore, y(t), J(t) and J (t) are computed for a selected,

finite number of points t^.

Then by using interpolation methods these

functions are approximated between the points t .
In numerical calculations, proper care must be taken at the
singularities of the integrands, even though a singularity is integrable.
In Eq. (4.10), valid for t < -1, the integrand over the
interval (l,ty) has a square root singularity at 1.

We treat the

remainder of the integrand as a constant over the interval (l,l+f)
and integrate the singular portion:
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For a specified t and £ , the terra can now be computed numerically.
So long as 0 L £

1, the specific choice of £ is not important.

Likewise, we can treat the integral over (t ,-l).
As pointed out in Chapter III, the points where the stream
lines are vertical at the end of the cavity can be found as a function
of t by finding the first zero of the integrand of Eq. (3.38).
call this point t^.

We

Since we are considering a symmetric flow in the

non-gravity case, the value of tT will be the negative of t .
L

The

roots which make the integrand zero can be found quite simply by a bi
section procedure.
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FLOW CHART

Read t.,t., K }a,F

Calculate a,An

(g^0)

Calculate y.
*1

Calculate -f

Calculate 1.,1

Calculate new o,A-Q

(j^°)

Calculate

Calculate y

Calculate J

Calculate K ,C ,C

END
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DISCUSSION

Figures 19 and 20 show the effect of the Froude number on
the cavity shape.

The cavity for the gravity solution is smaller

and lies entirely within the gravity-free case.

Also, the change in

the drag coefficient from the non-gravity case to the gravity case
is small.
From the present theory there results a negative lift
coefficient.

Intuitively, it seems that it will become positive only

when the cavity is so short that its downward pulling effect is
balanced by the buoyant force of the free body.
As discussed by Larock and Street (21) and Parkin (28) it
can be shown in the present case also that the effect of the gravity
increases with decreasing cavitation number.

This simply means that

longer cavities are more affected by the gravity than the

short ones.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF FULLY CAVITATING FLOW

We consider the fully cavitating flow past a flat plate
inclined at an angle a to an infinite parallel, fluid flow. We assume
a reference system with the origin at the stagnation point on the plate
and with the x-axis parallel to the undisturbed flow.

The physical

flow plane is shown in Fig. 21.
We shall discuss the flow under the following assumptions
1.

the flow separates smoothly from the edges A and B of

the plate,

2. the wake is bounded by two smooth free streamlines, each
of which consists of two different parts.

The first part, on which the

pressure is constant, starts from the points of separation down to
certain points c and c' and encloses the cavity of the'naar-wake'
region.

On the remaining part of the free streamlines, the pressure

increases continuously from p^ to the main stream pressure p^,

3. thefcee streamlines are parallel to the main flow at points
at infinity E and E',

4 . the flow is irrotational outside the wake,
5. the potential f and the flow inclination 6 have respectively
the same value at

c and c :
and 9

c
i.e.

w

c

w

c

-- 0

c'

c

50
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However, in the present analysis we are not assuming the 'hodographhas assumed the 'hodograph-slit condition1

slit condition1. Wu

in order to map the variable pressure parts of the two free streamlines
in the velocity plane.
We begin by mapping the complex potential plane w = $ + i'|jr onto
the upper-half of an auxiliary t-plane (Fig.2 2) by choosing the following
correspondence:
£:

W =

O

g:

W =

"Xir't,
e

C:

W-. <jI

t =0

ts-l
U\=«o

The mapping is then given by

where K

; [$ -1]

1 /2

and t

C

A

are unknowns.

The points at infinity E and E' are carried by the mapping (5)
onto the point t = itC»
We have then the following boundary value problem on the real
t-axis for u>(t) :
R e (<U) =

O

j

5-mCW)^ *

j

(5.2)

This problem can be converted to the ordinary Riemann-Hilbert
problem for the function
HCfc} *

-

^j, where
C t + 0 ]V^

is a homogeneous solution of the mixed boundary value problem [6].
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is to be noted that this function H(t) is not unique, but the solution
is independent of the particular choice of H(t)

[Appendix Bj.

Then we have,

■Vx

.,^0

«<

(5.3)

■v?
^

OCUtA

co(t)
From the assumption (5, page5o) it follows that TT^ft" - 0 as
H(t)

111

Therefore

— 0 in Eq. (2.11) and we obtain the following

A

equation

CO(t) = V U O

(5.4)

•7T J

where, of course, the Cauchy principal value must be taken at r]
Integrating Eq. (5.4) we obtain
.Vi

Lo(.-t)

=

l.o(

-V-

* o < l -1 --------

—

"

TTTv

0 ( V ^ z+ t t A ^ ] ^

- Ii t s t x

(5.5)

and
-.?*A -F-to--fA^+aLfc
COCO

= ick-

2

io<i
-t C'+^a )
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where

-1

for t < -1

The two unknowns of the problem,K and t ^ c a n be determined
by the condition that the flow be undisturbed at infinity.

Then for

t — i K we have q = U and 0 — 0, whence
Re

tociK)-] -

C'+o“)
(5.7)

ivn[coCitO]

-O

Applyingtbeconditions of Eq. (5.7) to equation (54, we have

i 5.0^ 0 +°'^

(5.8)

c<

h I* + % **■

where
- (_ov t

Y.I.J

it

s>2
_ C- 0Y
Pt
(Sir

=

£ _ c-oY % +5*
rfe

' a'*z
Y --

P.
[ i

P,

"'2’^Vz + %

^

Y--S, t
Z
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and

^>0
?= O

T /,

7V + tan)

f? <

0

Equation (5.8) has been solved in terms of a ando- by
numerical cross-plotting.
We shall normalize our results with respect to free stream
line speed

in our numerical treatment, i.e., we shall assume, without

loss of generality, qc= 1.
From Eq. (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain

(*A - tO It')
3
^
c &.w a t
— 1
at

(5.9)

where
dlw

_

s ^ C K V o - t

at

~

c-t*
1 + k 1)*

The length of the plate is then
+A

I - |zB -Z.e.\= ^

- - 1{

*

»

-

5>10)

dt
<,-t1+ » O O x
where K, t. are given by Eq. (5.8) in terms of a and.

A

The lift and drag coefficients are given by:

c

I
± H *-

-

L
-

( \+

Sir\c<

£-OS«K

J,

~■XXi '
j

vc

where
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(5.11)

(5.12)

Numerical results

ANALYSIS OF

are discussed in the last part of the chapter.

PARTIALLY CAVITATING FLOW

As described in Chapter II (p.18 ), the partially cavitating
flow is defined by a configuration in which the cavity or 'near wake'
region extends from the leading edge A to a point C upstream of the
trailing edge B.

We assume a reference system centered at the stagna

tion point D on the plate and with the x-axis parallel to the plate
(see Fig. Zl).
We shall discuss the flow under the following assumptions:
1.

The upper streamline, detaching from the leading edge, is

divided into two regions: a
enclosing

region of constant pressure from A to C,

the cavity, and a region from C to E where pressureincreases

smoothly from p^ to p^.

Along the lower streamline, detaching from

the trailing ecjge, thepressure is continuously increasing to pQ and there
is no region of constant pressure.
2.
potential

There exists a point B on the upper streamline where the

$ is the same as at B, and the upper streamline is parallel

to the plate from C to "5. Wu [44] has assumed B is exactly above B.
Moreover, conditions (l), (3), and (4) of the fully cavitating case
(p. So) also are assumed here.

However, we shall not take the circulation

around the cavity explicitly into account, and again no hodograph-slit
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condition is assumed here [44].
As in the fully cavitating case, we begin by mapping the
complex potential plane w onto the upper half of an auxiliary t-plane
(Fig. 2.4) by choosing the following correspondence:
w = 0

t — 0

w ~ 1

t - 1

w

B

't| = 00

The mapping is given by
t = K[— !‘ f 1
L$g-WJ
where K

2

(5.14)

- § - 1 and t are unknowns.
B
c
Here, we have the following mixed boundary value problem on

the real t-axis for the function w(t),

I'm. (to ) = O

oo^teo,

t ce-fceoo

(5.15)
\£-t e t c

Re

Choosing the homogeneous solution
H(t) - -k[(t-l)(t -t)]l/2
the function m (0
[(
H(t)

(5.16)

satisfies the following boundary conditions on the

real axis:

_y
*

I
oe-tel
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As before,

a)[tl
H(t)

0 for It I -* =°, therefore A. — 0 in
. '

j

Eq. (2.11) and we obtain the following equation for oo(t):

1
ol^
HCO (--------------J C t-rp \1 0 -’pC t c"» l)]/2

=

(5.18)

Integrating equation (5.18) we obtain
(5.19)

where the proper branch of the many-valued function H(t) must be taken
in the different regions of the real t-axis [6].
Again, the unknowns K and t can be determined from the
0
c
condition at t

ik (Z —

o(ik)

00

):

= £03 ( g ^ v , ) - i *

(5.20)

Separating real and imaginary parts, we obtain

<r=(21r+2*,-tftf +C^

.~ K c1
(5.21)

Kz C+c-'>l

*

L atc +

where,

Y, =

-K

These equations have been solved for t

(5.22)

and K by numerical cross

plotting, as in the previous case.
The length of the plate is now given by

*

etc - •>

J
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The lift and drag coefficients are given by
C L = X

K L C K ‘+ 0 CI.-T.) C o s *
(5.24)

C- d =

where

C u irarvoi

I

(5.25)

= 1

C t V K *-)1

( i
< z

“■>*<-V ' >
* U

v u '^ +
(at* + K ltt+

-

- atc

tan.

(

*■■ ^ L

•

0

[tc^ K Ctc-1) + U vC2tt+KitcVKI-)]|

T

‘

-

-

«

j

T

Z

,

r»,-ttK C V O + U t(2tcV k H

c +K*)]

(5.26)

n, -€

-

u* =
*.

=

C - t c + ^ ) Vz
<v

ltK»(.te-0

t v

V21V^
f K^+tc + i J C ^ + O C K H t t } 2]
L
2
z
z.
K C t c-0
.2 U
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The cavity length normalized with respect to the length of
the plate is given approximately by:

^

~

^c-

(5.28)

For streamlines we have

.wtD

.

z ~ l* - J

e

tA

o t w . dL-fc

dt

Using (5.19) the parametric representation of free streamlines is given
by:

t
TCU ) .

^

-

XA +

A

ZK lC Kji^ ( [ T C t c + o -z t J

c-fce-o

J

1

cy-^f
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical results for the fully cavitating flow are shown in
Figs. 25 and 26 for the lift and drag coefficients respectively.

Ex

perimental data from Parkin, Silberman, and Dawson, as reported by
Wu

£44^ , are also included.
It is seen that our results are in excellent agreement with Wu's

results

^ 4 4 ^ for the fully cavitating regime, and consequently slightly

higher than Larock and Street's data

^ 1 8 } in the range 0 . 1 < v <

0.5.

The present theory slightly overpredicts the experimental data for small
cavitation numbers but the overall agreement may be considered as sat
isfactory.
In Fig. 27 the results for the normalized cavity length vs. cavi
tation number for different angles of attack are given, including both
partially and fully cavitating flow.'

The horizontal line in the graph

marks the transition between fully cavitating regime (above) and partial
ly cavitating regime (below).
In Figs. 28 and 29 the lift and drag coefficients for partially
cavitating flow are reported for few values of angle of attack, and com
pared with Wu's

M

results.

The results for the fully cavitating case

are also included.
It is to be noted that our results for partially cavitating flow
are different from Wu's for a certain range of values of 0 :

In par

ticular, the drag coefficient in the present theory is always positive
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and increasing with increasing

while in Wu's theory [44] it is

decreasing in the partially cavitating range and eventually becomes
negative, which is physically unrealistic.
In the limit for large a our model does not yield the fully
wetted limit and also it does not predict a lift maximum [11.

However,

it is interesting to note that our results do tend to the correct fully
cavitating limit and values in the transition range are obtained, which
were intuitively interpolated by Wu [44].

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Linearized theories for partially cavitating flow have been
introduced by Acosta [1] and Geurst [15].

Camber effects of a partially

cavitated hydrofoil have been investigated by Geurst and Verbrugh [16].
Experimental results for hydrofoilsc£a few different plan forms are
given by Meijer [25].
The common feature of the linearized theories is that they
break down for cavity lengths close to uity [43], as they predict a
singular, behaviour of the flow in the transition region, when the rear
end of the cavity approaches the trailing edge.
In the present theory the behaviour of the flow in the transi
tion region is smooth and non-singluar, but as already mentioned, the
fully wetted limit is not achieved.
cavitation number

q

In actual cavity flows, when the

increases beyond a certain critical value, the
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cavity collapses and disappears and the lift coefficient levels off to
the fully wetted value after reaching a maximum.

It appears that the

present theory does not indicate the cavity collapse and is thus re
stricted to the range of cavitation numbers below the critical value,
where the lift achieves a maximum.
The experimental results of Meijer [25]

indicate an instability

of the cavity flow in the transition region, which would seem to support
the results of linearized theories.

In view of these results and the

scarcity of available data, it seems that further experimental investiga
tion is needed in order to obtain more detailed information on the be
haviour of the flow in the partially cavitating range, especially when
the length of the cavity is nearly equal to that of the plate.
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Table 1
Comparison of Riabouchinsky, Re-entrant Jet and Single Spiral Vortex Models;
Cavity Length, Cavitation Number and Drag

Wedge
half
angle

X/2

*
o

TT
4

Riabouchinsky Model
Cavity
Drag
length
Coefficient

Re-entrant Jet Model
Cavity
Drag
length
Coefficient

0.05

6930

.93

6770

.92

6730

.925

0.10

1760

.97

1790

.97

1760

.968

0.10

482

1.1

495

1.1

482

1.2

0.42

97

1.3

103

1.3

98

1.4

2.0

13

2.7

16

2.7

14

2.8

Cavitation
number

Single Spiral Vortex Model
Drag
Cavity
length
Coefficient

2990

.79

3004

.78

2985

.78

0.1

785

.82

792

.82

783

.82

1.0

14

1.7

15

1.6

14

1.6

0.05

1685

.7

1692

.7

1685

.7

0.10

441

.71

446

.71

442

1.42

6

0.05

1.7

7

1.7

6

.71
1.6

o\

u>
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we shall discuss the general solution of
the Riemann-Hilbert mixed boundary value problem in an upper half
plane [36].
It is assumed that the function w(t) is regular in the
upper half plane and satisfies given boundary conditions on the real
axis.

The function may have isolated singularities (it can not have

essential singularities as mentioned by Birkhoft and Zarantonello [4])
on the boundary, provided Holder's inequality is satisfied at the sin
gularities.

By a Holder condition of index A we mean that

a
<C M 17-1o\ for some constants M and A.
Let H(t) be the homogeneous solution of the R-H mixed
boundary value problem.

In construction of the homogeneous solution,

given boundary values are put equal to zero.
of the new function Q(t) ==

Now, the imaginary part

is known along the real axis.

And

the general solution of the reduced boundary value problem is [6]

^

J

^ -°o

* Hit)
Tj_ -t

-f- Y

(A. 1)

J =0

The result does not depend on the choice of the branch of H(t)j however,
it is important to remain on the same branch on the upper border of
the real axis.
Consider the most general homogeneous solution
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j

where p(t)
real.

(A.2)

and q(t) are the polynomials of arbitraryorder and

are

Since zeros of q(t) are poles of H(t) and hence of w(t), the

polynomial q(t) must be constant or of zero order.

If w (t)

has a pole in the upper half-plane it means the function is not regular,
and if w(t) has a pole on the boundary, the Ho'lder's condition is
violated.
The polynomial p(t) may have any number of real roots, or
an even number of complex roots.
Case 1.
When p(t) has a real root t — a, then we may write
H

-

C-t - * 0 £ C-t)

(A.3)

Substituting in Eq. (A.l) we have
oo
— - ---where

(A. 4)

j-.0 J

is known from the boundary conditions.

Sim c e
CV-fcKya)
Eq. (A.4) reduces
reauces to
ro

=
«*>

.

J )

CO
OO
Since

I

I
tOo
A
v \*" ——

_%o

_

w tt') -

T.

is not a function of t we have:

I
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oo
f

where

c*vl

~

This equation is identical to Eq. (A.l) except that H(t) is
replaced by h(t).

We can reduce the order of the polynomial p(t), if it

has no real roots, by the same argument.
Case II.
p(t) has a set of even complex roots.

In this case, the

homogeneous solution may be written as

attd the solution

tJW>

takes the following form:

^ , - t v - <*? ■ + « »

'

f

S S a il

+ a rn .^

TV

V

J,

(A.6)

Again, by the method of partial fractions it can be reduced to (A.l).
Lastly, we shall consider the double sign (+) occuring in
Eq. (A.2).

If we take negative sign, we may write

and the solution for co(t) is

CO

*iv

j

1

(A.7)

Since all Aj's are arbitrary constants, we may write
t

^
\
Z Ajt -

f°°
J

—

-v-C-t-b') Z bj±J

-OO
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Substituting Eq. (A.8) into Eq. (A.7) we have

Hence, we conclude that the choice of sign is immaterial.

This completes

the proof of the general solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem.
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APPENDIX B

This appendix is based on the results already discussed by
Cheng and Rott

and Song [_35^.

In this appendix we shall prove the existence and uniqueness
of the function w(z) = u(x,y) - iv(x,y), z = x + iy, which is analytic
on the upper half of the z-plane, finite at infinity, sectionally con
tinuous on the real axis except at the origin and satisfying the follow
ing boundary conditions on the real axis:

x $ a,

»=

a,

u.zU.*oo
i

*

i a-j

=.

C 'A-

WiJuisWn

\

W

\ u . . c » 1i* v , s ^

z

where v^(x).UgCx),.... etc. are sectionally continuous, i.e., bounded

in every closed interval, finite at infinity,and a

a <
1

2

a ....<, a .
3
n

When n is odd (n = 2nrt-l m = 0,1,2,...), the solution of the
above problem is well known and is given by
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dt

wu)

= - ^

i ^T

*

(B.l)

- 7.

_J^
»o X - i

The function (B.l) is the unique solution

U

j*°1a )'az = (x1 « .> <*z ...
- •<>

« Jx~- lX)^ 0 (B.2)

-OO

- «o

whe re
r
H u )

-

<J(x>

=

V_
(.^-a v , - 0 W v r ^ ]

U

(B.3)

i \S. odd.

H CO
'l

<| tt)

= i

H

i

\*

(B .4 )

even

HIT)
It is important to remain on the same brqnch on the upper
border of the real axis both for H(z) in (B.l) and
The result does not depend on the choice of branch.

h

(t ) in (B.4).
Since the integral

(B.l) has a singularity at t - z we must consider the principal value
there.
Proof:

To show the existence, the first thing to note is

that the function (B.l) is analytic on the upper half of the z-plane,
sectionally continuous on the real axis except at the origin, and
satisfies

the given boundary conditions.

Therefore, we shall only

show that the function is finite at infinity.
H(z')

■ J

Z-T

, ,

...

m-1, m-2

behaves like z

+z

,

,

t + .....+ z t

For large z, the function

m-2 , m-1 ,
+t

.....

therefore the function (B.l) behaves like
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4-ft

J

Z^'yr<?(t)=IX + —
A

+ ^ f x ” q ( t )0ir + 0 ( J )

-oo

(B.5)

- OO

— «©

From the condition (B.2) it is obvious that the function is finite at
infinity.

Therefore (B.l) is a solution.
To prove uniqueness let us assume that there is another

solution w^(z), then
W ( z ) = w(z) - w 1(z)
is also a solution of the problem.

(B.6)
This function

upper half of z-plane, finite at infinity,

is analytic on the

sectionally continuous

on the real axis except at the origin and satisfying the following
boundary conditions on the real axis:

\2 - o

u _o

^.5
O.n

< x

1

7

(B*7)

V-=o

Therefore, we can express the function
(B.8)

\a/( z ) = AH(z)
where A is constant.

A must be zero.

Since H(z) is n ot finite at i nfinity the constant

This meansV/(z)

0

and

w^z) =VI(z)
and the solution is unique.
The result can be proven in a similar manner when n is even.
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CUSP AT THE REAR

Fig. 1
Physical flow plane represented by cusped cavity
model for fully cavitating flow*
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&e~enirant Jet

Termination

[Efros-Kreisel-Gilbarg Model 1 9 3 4 1

Fig. 3

Physical flow plane represented by re-entrant jet model
for fully cavitating flow
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Vo1

Fig. 4
Physical flow plane represented by Lavrent'ev model
for fully cavitating flow
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HORIZONTAL PLATE TERMINATION

Fig. 5
Physical flow plane represented by Roshko's model for
fully cavitating flow.
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SMOOTH WAKE TERMINATION

Fig. 6
Physical flow plane represented by wake model
for fully cavitating flow*
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%
SHORT PLATE TERMINATION

Fig. 7
Physical flow plane represented by modified
Riabouchinsky model•
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Fig. 8
Physical flow plane represented by single spiral vortex
model for fully cavitating flow
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\
DOUBLE SPIRAL VORTEX
TERMINATION

Fig. 9
Physical flow plane represented by double spiral vortex model
for fully cavitating flow *
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Fig. 13
Flow showing body-cavity system
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25

•25
Fig. 14
Cavity length against cavitation number for single spiral vortex
model for a = 15° (wedge). Numerical results for Riabouchinsky
mo del (*) and for re-entrant jet model (•) are also included.
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Fig. 15
Cavity length against cavitation number for single spiral vortex
model for a = 30 . Numerical results for Riabouchinsky model
(*) and re-entrant jet model (*) are also included
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Fig. 16
Drag coefficient vs cavitatiop number for single spiral vortex model
for a = 45 . The numerical results for re-entrant jet model (•) are
also included
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Fig. 17
Drag coefficient vs cavitation number for single spiral vortex model
for a = 90°. The numerical results for re-entrant jet model (•) are also
included
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Fig. 18
The shape of upper spiral vortex for a = 15° and a = 0*1
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Fig. 19
The effect of Froude number (F^ = 36) on the cavity
shape shown by the broken lines.
^
The smooth lines show the cavity shape when F = 0
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Fig. 22
Complex potential plane and parameter plane for fully cavitating
flow (flat plate)
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Fig. 24
Complex potential plane and parameter plane for partially
cavitating flow
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Fig. 25
Lift coefficient vs cavitation number for fully cavitating flow (flat plate). Experimental results of Parkin (*)
for a = 15°, Silber-wvan (+) for a = 25°, and Dawson (•) for a = 10° are included
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Fig. 26
Drag coefficient against cavitation number for fully cavitating flow (flat plate).
Parkin (*•) for a = 15°.
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SilberTnan (+) for a = 25°, and Dawson (•) for a = 10° are included
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Fig. 27
Normalized cavity length against cavitation number. The horizontal line marks
the transition between fully and partially cavitating regime
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Fig. 28
Lift coefficient against cavitation number for flat plats, including both
fully and partially cavitating regime.

Dashed lines represent Wu's results.
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Fig. 29
Drag coefficient against cavitation number for flat plate, including both fully and
partially cavitating regimes. Dashed lines represent Wu's results
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